Photo-dynamics of polarization holographic recording in spirooxazine-doped polymer films
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Abstract

Polarization holographic gratings were recorded in 6-cyano-1,3,3-trimethylspiro[indolino-2,3-[3\(H\)]naphtha-[2,1-b][1,4]oxazine] (SO-1)-doped PMMA films. A photochemical equilibrium was observed in holographic gratings recorded by (s,s) polarized He–Ne beams with accompanying UV irradiation. For comparison, (s,p) polarization holographic recordings were also performed. The observed maximum value of the diffraction efficiency of (s,s) gratings was higher than that of (s,p) gratings. The mechanism of the photo-dynamics of the two polarization holographic recordings for SO-1 was investigated in detail.
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1. Introduction

Spirooxazines (SOs) and spiropyrans (SPs) represent an important class of photochromic compounds [1–7]. In contrast with spiropyrans, SOs exhibit high light stability and fatigue resistance [8,9], which provide the possibility of practical applications in lenses of variable optical density, displays, filters, and optical-storage devices. Photochromism in SOs and SPs arises from carbon-oxygen (C\textsubscript{spiro}–O) bond cleavage in the colorless spiro form upon UV-light excitation and subsequent isomerization to colored open forms, called photomerocyanines (PMCs). PMCs can revert to the spiro forms thermally or photochemically. Hence, it is possible to perform holographic recording with visible light for SOs pre-irradiated by UV-light. Previously, most studies of SOs focused on photochromism and optical storage employing UV, Ar\textsuperscript{+}, or CO\textsubscript{2} lasers as the writing beams [10–12]. Recently, photo-induced birefringence and polarization holographic recording for spirooxazines was accomplished with red light [13]. However, little is known about the photodynamic mechanism of polarization holographic recording for SOs.

In this work, polarization holographic recording for 6-cyano-1,3,3-trimethylspiro[indolino-2,3-[3\(H\)]naphtha-[2,1-b][1,4]oxazine] (SO-1) doped PMMA films irradiated by UV-light was accomplished by 632.8 nm He–Ne laser light. The mechanism of the photo-dynamics of polarization holographic recording for SO-1 was investigated in detail.

2. Experiment

2.1. Materials and preparation

The chemical structures of 6-cyano-1,3,3-trimethylspiro[indolino-2,3-[3\(H\)]naphtha-[2,1-b][1,4]oxazine] (SO-1) and the corresponding UV-induced photomerocyanine (PMC)
are shown in Fig. 1. SO-1 was synthesized with microwave irradiation [14]. Commercially available poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was used without further purification. Both SO-1 and PMMA were dissolved in CHCl₃ and then cast on a clean glass substrate. After solvent evaporation, the resulting composite film was used for the measurement of polarization holographic recording. The pre-set dye concentration was 10 wt.%, and typical film thickness was 10±1 μm, as measured with a Precision Ellipsometer.

2.2. UV-Vis measurements

Fig. 2 shows the UV-Vis spectra of PMMA films containing SO-1(a) and PMC(c), obtained with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer over the range of 190–3200 nm. The absorption bands at 365 nm correspond to π–π* electronic transition for both SO-1 and PMC, while the absorption near 633 nm corresponds to n–π* electronic transition and intermolecular charge-transfer of PMC [15]. For comparison, the UV-Vis spectrum of SO-1 in dilute solution is also shown (b). The absorption maximum (λ_max=650 nm) in the visible wavelength of the PMC-doped PMMA film is red-shifted by 86 nm relative to that in dilute solution (564 nm), indicating a very strong J-aggregation of PMC molecules in the polymer films [16].

2.3. Optical setup

Holographic recording measurements were made possible by two interferential laser beams irradiating the sample, as shown in Fig. 3. The major elements of the experimental setup were as follows. A linearly polarized He–Ne laser (632.8 nm) generated the writing and reading beams. A half-wave plate was used to rotate the polarization of the He–Ne beam. The diameter of the laser beams was ~0.3 cm, and the intersecting angle between the beams was ~10°. A mercury-arc lamp (125 mW) was used to irradiate the sample with homogenous, incoherent light at 365 nm (~1 mW/cm² at the sample location). The diffractive signals were registered on a CCD camera interfaced with a computer.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 4 shows time evolution of the first-order diffractive signal of the holographic gratings generated by two He–Ne
laser beams with the same (s,s) polarizations. The power density of each beam was 10/0.07 mW/cm². The overall change in the diffractive signal is normalized between 0 and 1, for clarity of presentation. The experimental sequences are described as follows: first, the film was exposed to UV irradiation until maximal coloring was observed. Then, as illustrated in Fig. 4, with the UV source on, the two linearly polarized He–Ne beams irradiated the sample and the diffraction intensity increased rapidly to a maximum value in a few seconds and then decreased gradually to a fix value (point A). When one He–Ne beam was switched off, with the UV source on, the diffractive-signal intensity decreased further, approaching a constant value at point B. Alternatively, when the UV source was turned off at point C, and the He–Ne beams remained on, the measured diffractive-signal intensity decreased gradually to point D.

Some SO-1 molecules are transformed to PMC molecules after UV pre-irradiation, competing with thermal effects. Fig. 5a indicates that the interference pattern of (s,s) polarization contains components of both isomerization and orientation. Hence, the initial diffraction maximum is attributed mainly to the isomerization of PMC to SO-1 upon irradiation by the linearly polarized He–Ne beams and PMC orientation perpendicular to the direction of He–Ne polarization. However, incoherent UV-light not only drives the competing reverse reaction of SO-1 to PMC, but also randomizes the orientation of PMC molecules. Eventually, chemical species equilibrium between SO-1 and PMC and reorientation equilibrium for PMC molecules are reached at point A in Fig. 4. When only one He–Ne beam is switched off at point A, the interferential pattern of (s,s) polarization disappears gradually and the value of diffraction efficiency tends to zero (point B). Alternately, when UV-light is turned off at point C, PMC is transformed to SO-1 thermally and the interference pattern of (s,s) polarization is also destroyed, and the diffractive signal falls gradually to point D. The non-zero value at point D is attributed to residual PMC molecules trapped in the PMMA matrix. As for the interference pattern of (s,p) polarization, the resulting light field is not modulated in intensity, but a similar pattern of information is created by means of the polarization states which are modulated consequently to the optical path difference [17], as shown in Fig. 5b. Numbers on the top of the graphs indicate phase shift between the two incident waves [18].
To further investigate the photodynamics mechanism of polarization holographic recording for SO-1, the effect of UV-light was eliminated during polarization holographic recording. The sample was initially exposed to the UV excitation beam, until maximal coloring occurred, then separately exposed to two parallel or orthogonal polarized He–Ne beams (632.8 nm) of 10 mW. Fig. 6 shows time evolution of the first-order diffractive signals of the holographic gratings when recorded with (s,s) and (s,p) polarizations as dotted and solid curves, respectively. Upon turning on the He–Ne laser, the diffractive signals of both (s,s) and (s,p) gratings rapidly reached a maximum value, and then dropped almost to zero. The maximum value of the diffraction efficiency of (s,s) gratings was higher than that of (s,p) gratings. For (s,s) gratings, the interference pattern is formed by both the isomerization from PMC to SO-1 and the orientation of PMC molecules, which results in the formation of isomerization and orientation gratings. With the competition of the two gratings, the interference pattern of (s,s) gratings reaches the optimal amplitude and structure rapidly, with the isomerization contribution initially dominant. However, as PMC molecules are transformed to SO-1 molecules by He–Ne laser and thermal effects, the interference pattern degrades rapidly. PMC has an extremely large dipole moment because of its ionic form, while the dipole moment of SO-1 is relatively small [19–21]. Hence, the orientation of SO-1 is neglected and the interference pattern of (s,p) polarization is considered to arise solely from the orientation of PMC molecules. On turning on He–Ne laser, orientation gratings are recorded and the value of the (s,p) diffraction efficiency reaches maximum value rapidly. With time, He–Ne light and thermal effects drive PMC to SO-1 with random orientation, and the diffraction efficiency drops almost to zero after approximately 30 s.

The hologram can be rewritten and the same value of diffraction efficiency can be achieved after multiple uses.

4. Conclusion

Polarization holographic gratings of 6-cyano-1,3,3-tri-methylspiro[indolino-2,3-[3H]naphta-[2,1-b][1,4]oxazine] pre-irradiated by UV-light were recorded by He–Ne laser of 632.8 nm. The maximum value of the diffraction efficiency of (s,s) gratings is higher than that of (s,p) gratings. The mechanism of the photo-dynamics of polarization holographic recording for SO-1 was investigated in detail. The spirooxazine-doped polymer film allowed multiple uses without apparent fatigue.
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